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As computation resources become cheaper and more capable of providing advanced function-
ality, systems are becoming more sophisticated. However, this complexity leads to increasing
difficulty in maintaining nominal operation and in detecting and diagnosing anomalies. To
address maintenance through anomaly detection, diagnosis, and resolution, model-based
reasoning uses a first principles approach to assert consistency between the outputs of an
operational system and a simulation of the system. The original Model-Based Anomaly
Management approach leverages structural flow inherent in a system model in order to de-
termine functional flow and to ultimately diagnose anomalies through constraint relaxation
and propagation techniques. Networked systems, however, provide a configuration in which
all high level components are structurally interconnected through a data bus; as a result,
functional flow is in no way indicated by structural connectivity. In this thesis, we develop
an extension to model-based anomaly management theory in which functional processing
is explicitly modeled as first principles knowledge. This allows the model-based compu-
tation of appropriate anomaly candidates upstream of observed symptoms. Such lists are
the standard input to the diagnosis algorithm within the existing theoretical framework.
As such, our extension allows existing diagnosis and resolution systems to be used without
adaptation for engineering systems composed of networked subsystems. In implementing
this work, additional contributions were made in extending an existing distributed comput-
ing system in order to implement plug-and-play operation and to exploit this capability in
implementing the extended anomaly management system. These contributions were suc-
cessfully demonstrated in a real distributed computing environment operating in the context
of a spacecraft system.
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Modern engineering systems consist of many diverse interdependent components. These
components or parts are linked through many interconnections, and systems ultimately
exhibit properties that emerge from the interaction of their parts. Most of the time system,
components are highly dependent on each other; for example, a failure of one component
can cause an anomaly for another component and can also compromise the functionality of
the overall system.
Systems do not function nominally all the time due to unexpected conditions or misbe-
haviors known as anomalies. Anomalies are unavoidable in any type of system, and when
they occur, they should be addressed in some way. For simple systems, management of
anomalies may be straightforward and even an inexperienced system operator might be
capable of fixing a problem. On the other hand, complex systems comprised of large num-
bers of components and interconnections make the management of anomalies increasingly
difficult due to the combinations in which components may fail and affect each other. Many
modern engineering systems, such as cars and satellites, contain hundreds or thousands of
components. This motivates the need to use a formal or systematic approach to manage
anomalies in order to precisely correct problems and efficiently operate the system.
1.1 Anomaly Detection and Diagnosis Strategies
A variety of reasoning techniques are used to detect, diagnose and resolve anomalies in real
engineering systems. Each technique not only has its own advantages and disadvantages,
but is also suitable for different scenarios.
One common approach is to use an expert system, which is a computer program designed
to simulate the problem-solving behavior of a human expert in a narrow domain or discipline.
These systems are normally composed of a knowledge base, an inference engine, and an end
user interface [2], [3]. The expert system is based on a number of rules, phrased as IF-THEN
statements. Expert systems are simple to implement and good for specific anomalies. They
offer increased accuracy and reliability, but they demand large memory requirements to
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store the domain information. Moreover, expert systems are system specific and are unable
to adapt to a continually changing environment. Because they are developed with respect
to a very narrow domain, it is difficult to use them to execute broad discipline knowledge
decisions.
Decision trees are a different technique often employed when analyzing anomalies. They
use a tree structure to organize troubleshooting knowledge and attempt to display the range
of possible outcomes and subsequent decisions made after an initial decision. Decision trees
are simple and easy to implement, and they can be an efficient way to guide diagnosis.
However, decision trees are system specific and incomplete. The small change in the system
may mean major modifications to the tree [4]. An example of a decision tree is shown in
Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Complex Decision Tree
A third technique capable of handling anomalies in a system is Model-Based Reasoning
(MBR). In MBR, reasoning conjectures are computed from fundamental design information
regarding the design of the engineering system; as such, MBR is often defined as reasoning
from first principles. For example, a system description is used to define the behavior of
each component within a system and to declare the connectivity (e.g., the structure) of
the components. With this information, the performance of the system can be modeled
or simulated, thus allowing the prediction of output values given values for the systems
inputs and an assumption that the system is operating nominally [5]. MBR exploits the
concept of modeling composibility, which assumes that the behavior of an entire system
can be derived by examining the behaviors and interconnections of the system’s individual
components. To diagnose symptoms, MBR techniques start with an observed symptom
and work back towards the underlying components that might be anomalous [6]. MBR
techniques are systematic, which makes them valuable for highly complex systems. They
2
are also general, which means that MBR algorithms can be applied to a wide variety of
systems. However, MBR is highly complex, difficult to understand, and demands significant
computational resources.
1.2 Challenge of MBR in Network System
Systems can be of classified into two types; conventional systems and networked systems. In
conventional systems, functionality is dictated by the structure (connections) of the system,
such as in a combinatorial logic circuit. When MBR techniques are used to analyze such
systems, algorithms rely on the structural connectivity of the system in order to extract
knowledge about the function being executed.
Conversely, in networked system, all components are connected with each other through
a network bus and the result of any executed function is independent of the structural con-
nectivity of components. Because of this, the functional processing needs to be explicitly
defined. Networked systems are prevalent in many industries, such as aerospace and auto-
motive, and their use is likely to expand given advances in computing and the flexibility
and robustness of networked architectures.
The example of a digital full adder is shown below to demonstrate the difference be-
tween the conventional and network systems. Figure 1.2a shows an example of conventional
implementation of a full adder. As can be seen, the functional steps in achieving addition
are performed by individual gates, with the structure of those gates implicitly ordering and
merging these sub-functions as part of the overall addition process. Figure 1.2b shows an
example of a networked full adder implementation, and it is clearly evident in the figure
that the structural flow provides no means by which one can understand the functionality
of the system.
MBR algorithms currently do not support reasoning about network type systems, yet
there is a need to apply this technique to such systems. To apply the MBR approach, the
causal flow of functionality within a system must be represented or deduced in some new










(a) Conventional full digital adder system
Network Bus
Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 Device 4
Services:
PnP Manager AND OR XOR
Services: Services: Services:
Input: Full-Adder(A, B, CIN)
Output: S, COUT
(b) Full digital adder implemented in a networked
architecture
Figure 1.2: Conventional Versus Network System.
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1.3 Research Objective
The objective of this thesis is to extend the conventional MBR approach for the network
system. In order to satisfy the objectives of this project, the following tasks have been
accomplished:
• Explicit function models have been used to extend the representation of a system.
• The algorithm to identify causal functional flow has been modified to incorporate
this extension such that the resulting set of candidate anomalies is compatible with
existing MBR diagnosis algorithms. In addition, new software has been developed to
implement this algorithm.
• The extended techniques have been used to model prototype systems and to demon-
strate the detection and diagnosis of injected anomalies, specifically in the form of
faults.
• A Plug-n-Play (PnP) system has been developed and implemented in an existing
distributed computing environment, and this environment has been used to prototype
a spacecraft for the purpose of verifying the extended anomaly management system.
The result of this work is a simple but powerful extension to an existing MBR anomaly
management system, capable of extending the benefits of MBR techniques to engineering
systems that use a networked subsystem architecture.
1.4 Reader’s Guide
This thesis is comprised of five chapters which review the work accomplished as part of
this research project. Chapter 1 contains background information, a project motivation,
and the objective and tasks accomplished for this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the MBR
anomaly management approach and presents the new extensions to the MBR framework.
Chapter 3 presents the implementation of the new representation technique and causal flow
algorithm. Chapter 4 presents the results of experiments used to demonstrate and verify the
capabilities of the proposed extensions. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the accomplished
work and discusses future enhancements.
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Chapter 2
System Comparison and Extended
Anomaly Management Framework
This chapter reviews MBR anomaly management and describes the extensions that have
been made to this approach in order to accommodate engineering systems with networked
subsystems and components. Section 2.1 reviews the motivation for the extensions given the
difference between conventional and networked system. Section 2.2 provides an overview of
the existing model-based reasoning anomaly management approach. Section 2.3 describes
the new extensions to this model-based reasoning anomaly management technique for net-
work systems.
2.1 Conventional System vs Network System
In the context of this research program, conventional engineering systems are those in which
the output of one device is the input of other devices, and so on, such that the connectivity of
the components dictates the function being executed. As shown in Figure 2.1a, it is clearly
evident that the functional processing flow is implied in the system’s structural connectivity.
By analyzing structural connectivity and behavioral knowledge of each component, one can
accurately predict the nominal output of the system.
The network system provides flexibility in system composition and operation, requiring
that any given subsystem conforms to the predefined network protocol and interface. A
subsystem which provides a given set of functionality is designed to conform to the network
protocol, and any network resources that are to be interacted with are treated as black-
boxes with inputs and outputs defined and used during design and development [7]. In
network systems all components are physically interconnected because all components are
connected through a common bus as it is shown in Figure 2.1b. This figure shows the digital
full adder implementation in the context of a networked system, with each logic gate (AND,
OR, XOR) providing a service to the overall system. The ordering of the components is not
5
important in such a networked system, thus providing ease of integration for the system.
In the conventional implementation of the full digital adder system described above,
the causal processing flow required to produce a given output is implied in the structure
(i.e., the upstream path), whereas, in the networked system, the causal processing flow is
missing. For example, the SUM output is not explicitly evident from the structure of the
system. Here, the devices physically upstream of the sum output include every system
in the network, whereas the correct causal processing flow includes only Device 1, which










(a) Conventional full digital adder system
Network Bus
Device 1 Device 2 Device 3 Device 4
Services:
PnP Manager AND OR XOR
Services: Services: Services:
Input: Full-Adder(A, B, CIN)
Output: S, COUT
(b) Full digital adder implemented in a networked
architecture
Figure 2.1: Conventional Versus Network System.
2.2 Model-Based Reasoning Anomaly Management System
As discussed in Chapter 1, anomalies are unexpected conditions that occur in any func-
tional engineering system. They must be detected, diagnosed, and resolved in a timely and
accurate manner to maintain the system in its functional role. Otherwise, anomalies can
ultimately lead to the failure of the overall system. There are three types of anomalies that
occur frequently in any system: faults, hazards, and misconfigurations [1].
Fault: An anomaly in any system is considered to be a fault anomaly, if any component of
a system is broken.
Hazard: If a system’s component is operating out of range from specification then a haz-
ard anomaly exists. For example, if a component is supposed to work between the
temperature 0 and 70 C but is working below the minimum operating value or above
the maximum limit, then the condition will be considered to be a hazard.
Misconfiguration: This type of anomaly occurs when equipment is not properly config-
ured.
The extensions developed for this research program focused on the diagnosis of faults;
however, the methodology employed is general and is equally applicable to the diagnosis of
hazards and misconfigurations.
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To address the drawbacks of traditional experiential reasoning approaches, significant
research has been performed over the past three decades in the field of Model-Based Rea-
soning (MBR). To begin with, a simple theory of diagnosis using first principles to detect
and diagnose faults was proposed in 1987 [5]. In this framework, reasoning algorithms are
separated from design knowledge in order to support formal, independent approaches for
detecting symptoms and identifying possible diagnoses. Design knowledge exists in the form
of structure (how components are connected) and behavior (how each component transforms


















Figure 2.2: Anomaly Management Process [1].
A consistency-based approach is used, where inconsistencies between system observa-
tions and model predictions indicate the presence of an anomaly in the system. As shown in
Figure 2.2, the model-based reasoning strategy involves predicting system outputs through
the simulation of the system model and then comparing these predictions with the outputs
of the real system. Any inconsistency between the predictions and the observations results
in a symptom, indicating that a fault exists somewhere in the system. The diagnosis process
uses the system model and a combination of constraint propagation and relaxation tech-
niques in order to examine the causal behavioral paths that contribute to the symptoms
of an anomaly. The causal behavioral path is the set of components and signals that are
functionally upstream of the symptom. In a conventional system, these components can
be identified by analyzing the system’s structure. As an example, consider the same full
adder system shown in Figure 2.1b with a symptom at SUM. In this case, the upstream
components/signals would be XOR2, XOR1 and system inputs A, B, and Cin. However,
in a networked system, such as the adder shown in Figure 2.1a, the structure provides no
such functional information. Because of this, the networked system challenges the existing
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MBR approach, motivating the extensions developed in this thesis.
Model-based reasoning has also been applied to fault detection and diagnosis in a variety
of fields ranging from electronic circuitry [8], [9] to spacecraft health management [10], [11],
[12], and [13].
2.3 Example of Model-Based Reasoning Anomaly Manage-
ment System
In order to illustrate the details of the conventional model-based reasoning approach, con-
sider the full digital adder. The system consists of three inputs, two outputs and a number
of logic gates as it is shown in Figure 2.3a. The truth table in Figure 2.3b shows the mapping

























































Figure 2.3: Full Digital Adder – Function Definition. The full digital adder is implemented
in conventional fashion and the truth table shows the function definition of full digital adder.
2.3.1 Nominal Case
Suppose the system (full digital adder) is operating in nominal or ideal condition, and the
system inputs are 1, 0, and 0. Under the normal conditions, the predicted system outputs
are a sum of 1 and a carry out of 0 as it is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.3.2 MBR Detection
Suppose, however, that the observed outputs from the actual system are SUM=0 and
CARRY=0 as shown in Figure 2.5. During the detection process, we compare the predicted
outputs with the observed outputs as shown in Figure 2.5. The predicted SUM value is
inconsistent with the observed SUM value, constituting a symptom at SUM, and MBR
initiates the diagnosis process.
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Figure 2.4: Full Digital Adder under Normal Condition The full digital adder is provided
with system inputs of A = 1, B = 0 and C = 0, and the predicted outputs are SUM = 1 and COUT
= 0
2.3.3 MBR Diagnosis
The MBR diagnosis process first identifies all behaviors and inputs upstream of the symp-
tom. This is a straightforward task using a conventional architecture since upstream func-
tionality is implied by structural connectivity. The upstream components from the symptom
in the full digital adder are A, B, and Cin, and XOR1, XOR2 as shown in Figure 2.6a. The
set of upstream components constitutes the initial candidate list. The important thing to
note in the given example is that the model-based reasoning approach utilizes the causal
processing flow required to produce a given output, and for a conventional system, the
causal processing flow is implied in the system’s structural connectivity.
2.3.4 Constraint Propagation and Relaxation
The diagnosis algorithm relaxes each candidate constraint (component behavior, component
operating constraint, or system input value) and re-evaluates the system to check consis-
tency. If relaxing a specific constraint re-establishes consistency, then this constraint is a
possible explanation for the symptom; as a result, this constraint is added to the list of
possible diagnoses.
The initial candidate list is reduced to the single-component diagnoses of input A, XOR1,
or XOR2 as it is shown in Figure 2.6b.
As an example, we continue the full adder example. Given the candidate list, each
candidate is relaxed and re-evaluated. If the XOR1 behavioral constraint is relaxed, the
values of its downstream inputs can be either 0 or 1. This propagates through XOR2 in
order to allow an incorrect value for SUM, but it does NOT change the predicted output
9
Figure 2.5: Full Adder Circuit - Anomaly Detection The anomaly is detected at the sum
because the predicted value is not equal to observed output.
at CARRY. As a result, the observed output values are now consistent with the predicted
output values given the assumption that the XOR1 behavior is faulted with the output
stuck at 0. Given this consistency, an XOR1 fault becomes a valid diagnosis.
Similarly, consider another component input B from the list. In the case where B is 0,
the value allows the predicted output at SUM to become 1. As a result, the observed output
values are inconsistent with the predicted output values. In the case where B is 1, the value
allows the predicted output at CARRY to become 1. As a result, the observed output
values are inconsistent with the predicted output values. Given these inconsistencies, input
B is NOT a valid diagnosis. The process can be repeated for the rest of the component in
the list: A, Cin and XOR2. The final diagnosis list is A, XOR1 and XOR2 as it is shown
in Figure 2.6b.
(a) Constraints Upstream Result: Blue color is show-
ing an upstream list
(b) Diagnosis Result: Red color is showing diagnosis
components list
Figure 2.6: Upstream Components Versus Diagnosis Result
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2.4 Overview of an Extended Framework
As we discussed earlier in chapter 2, the existing MBR approach relies on fundamental
system information in the form of structural information (the connectivity of components
within the system) and behavioral information (how a specific component transforms inputs
to outputs). The diagnosis process analyzes functional, or causal, paths which contribute to
the existence of symptoms. These causal paths are implicit in the structure of conventional
systems, whereas in networked systems, component connectivity does not reflect the causal
flow of a system. Because the causal behavioral paths are not readily available in the
structure of a networked system, the causal flow of functions within the system must be
represented in some new way to use existing MBR techniques.
Therefore, we are exploring extensions of system representation techniques in order
to utilize conventional model-based reasoning techniques for the anomaly management of
networked systems. The additional system representations required to use MBR in a con-
ventional manner are described in following sections.
2.5 Extension of Model-Based Reasoning Anomaly Manage-
ment System
While networked systems are often beneficial in the design, development, and operation of
systems, the architecture carries with it an increased complexity, particularly with respect
to the management of anomalies using the conventional MBR approach. To utilize the
conventional MBR diagnosis algorithm for the networked systems, it is necessary to extend
the traditional system representation, that is, knowledge of structure and behavior, with
additional information regarding functional flow so that we can provide an anomaly can-
didate list to the conventional diagnosis algorithm. The additional system representations
required to use MBR in a conventional manner are described in following sections.
2.5.1 Extension to System Representation
The work performed has been accomplished in the context of a distributed computing
system that conforms to the networked system architecture. This system uses standardized
computing boards and a Plug-and-Play service management process.
In order to derive causal processing flow, we have augmented the conventional represen-
tation of structure and behavior in several ways. The system’s functional flow is explicitly
represented in terms of how system services are sequenced, a mapping of which services
are available on which boards is provided, a listing of the physical location of each board is
provided, and a standard computing platform model is inherited for each subsystem service.
With this extended representation and a new upstream flow algorithm, conventional MBR
diagnosis algorithms can be used to analyze a networked system.
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2.5.1.1 Functional Definition
Functions are performed by services managed by specific subsystem boards within the net-
worked system. To represent functionality, a first-principles description of the causal pro-
cessing is given, showing the sequence and interdependence of input/output mappings using
a given set of services. This list is independent of which specific hardware subsystems are
involved or where they are physically located on the network bus. For example, the half
adder function definition table is shown below in Table 2.1, and the purpose of showing
the digital half adder function definition is to give an idea, that how the function definition
table looks like.
Table 2.1: Half Adder Function Definition
Inputs Function Performed Output
A, B XOR Sum
A, B AND Cout
2.5.1.2 Service-to-Device Mapping Table
A service-to-device mapping table contains the information about the services available in
the system. Specifically, it specifies which specific board (denoted by the board’s address)
is capable of performing which specific service, or sub-function. The service-to-device map-
ping table of digital half adder is shown in Table 2.2. In this particular case, Table 2.2
specifies that the system can perform XOR and AND logical operation and that the devices
responsible for performing those operations can be accessed by using the addresses 0x01
and 0x02, respectively.




2.5.1.3 System Representation Table
A system representation table specifies system structure by explicitly associating specific
boards (and their addresses) with specific physical ports on the network bus. The sys-
tem representation example of the digital half adder shown in Table 2.3; the table uses
the address definition from the previous section. The system representation is specific to
the system model, so an assumption is made that the system model is implement in a
MATLAB/Simulink.
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Table 2.3: Half Adder System Representation example.
Device Address Physical location
0x01 /device1/xor
0x02 /device1/and
2.5.1.4 Standardized Computing Platform
In this work, a standardized computing board was used to host each provided service. We
have created an abstracted model of this board in terms of how it hosts a specific function-
oriented service. To properly host any particular service, each board requires power, uses a
common hardware design (e.g. power regulation, memory, i/o connections, support chips,
etc.) that must be functioning properly, and runs a common software infrastructure (for
protocol handling, PnP service, etc.) that also must be properly functioning. The simple,
standardized platform model is presented in Figure 2.7.
This standardized environment was previously developed to serve as the on-board com-
puting system for remote spacecraft and robots, and it has been successfully flown as part
of on-orbit spacecraft. In this context, a MANAGER function exists on one of the on-board
computers and plays the role of a command processor, receiving commands from external
agents (such as mission controllers on the ground) and managing the execution of these
functions on-board the robot through the use of the networked subsystems. This system
has knowledge of the required processing sequence for services, such as that represented in
the functional definition described in Section 2.5.1.1.
2.5.2 Extended Algorithm
A portion of the conventional MBR anomaly management system has been extended to
analyze networked systems. The same general MBR approach is used, but software has been
modified to process the expanded system representation in order to compute an upstream
list of candidate constraints for the diagnosis algorithm. In addition, a simulation algorithm
uses this expanded representation in order to propagate constraints when simulating system
behavior.
The extended anomaly management software makes use of same detection algorithm
to compare system model output with real system output for anomaly detection. On the
detection of an inconsistency at the output, the extended algorithm triggers the diagnosis
process by first identifying sets of constraints upstream of each symptom in order for the
diagnosis algorithm to compute a set of initial diagnosis candidates. The upstream con-
straint algorithm uses the extended system representation to determine causal flow and to
generate an appropriate set of components, behaviors, and values that are in the functional
path of the symptom. This initial candidates list for the symptom is then used by diagnosis
algorithm in the manner described in Section 2.3.4.
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Figure 2.7: AVR-SAT Standardized Computing Platform System Model
The digital adder sum example is presented in Figure 2.8 to show high level processing
of an extended algorithm and the flow of network system. Note that this example presumes
the existence of a MANAGER function that coordinates the functional processing of services
as discussed in Sections 2.5.1.1 and 2.5.1.4..
The extended system representation includes the functional definition, the service to
device mapping and the system representation in order to derive the causal processing
flow. The function definition provides the causal flow of the system. The service to de-
vice mapping provides information regarding which boards are involved. And the system
representation table allows the location of the devices to be deduced.
The new version of the upstream constraint algorithm is shown in Figure 2.9. Upon the
detection of an anomaly, the function definition is accessed to get the behavior immediately
upstream of the symptom and to put it in the initial candidate list. For each behavior placed
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Figure 2.8: Digital Full Adder Sum Output Process Flow in Network System
on the list, the algorithm uses the service-device table to identify the specific board hosting
the behavior, and all of the board’s infrastructure services (as defined by the standardized
computing model) are added to the initial candidate list; this includes power, supporting
hardware, and supporting software for the computing board under consideration. For the
current behavior, the algorithm then uses the function definition to identify the immediately
upstream behavior(s) and/or function input signals, and these are also placed on the initial
candidate list. This process repeats until the entire function definition table has been
processed. The algorithm then removes duplicate behaviors. This candidate list is supplied
to the diagnosis algorithm, which applies its constraint relaxation technique in order to
further reduce the list. With this list, the system representation table allows the physical
location of potentially anomalous boards to be identified.
It is worth noting that the algorithm is capable of reasoning about the causal paths
with behaviors that provide multiple, multiplexed signals as part of a single output. For
example, if only one element of an output vector was symptomatic, and this symptom
was a behavioral function of only one of multiple inputs to the behavior, then the upstream
algorithm will only pursue this single input route in identifying the appropriate causal path.
This significantly trims the list of components that must be considered by the diagnosis
algorithm thereby saving computation.
2.6 Example of Extended Modeling Framework
In order to better explain the developed extensions of the model-based reasoning approach
for networked systems, consider the same full digital adder example presented in Section 2.3.
As discussed, the full digital adder consists of three inputs, two outputs and a number of
logic gates.
Each logic function (AND, OR, XOR) is provided as a service within the overall system
by executing on its own computing device, as shown in Figure 2.10.
A MANAGER service provides the interface to the system and is responsible for identi-
fying the services available to the network and for routing inputs correctly to produce the
appropriate system output. Here, the MANAGER is provided with the definition of the full





Get all Upstream Behaviors from 
Symptom
Get all Behavior Components
(External Power, Board Software, Board Hardware)
If Behavior Inputs are Function Inputs then add Behavior 





Are Behavior Inputs connected to other Behavior 
Outputs
Figure 2.9: Extended MBR Algorithm The extended algorithm is used to get an constraint
upstream components
by passing the signals between the available services (logic functions). The tables required
by the MANAGER to compute the correct sum and carry are presented in Tables 2.4, 2.5,
and 2.6.
Table 2.4: Full Digital Adder Function Definition
Inputs Function Performed Output
A, B XOR XOR1
XOR1, CIN XOR S
XOR1, CIN AND AND2
A, B AND AND1
AND2, AND1 OR COUT
2.6.1 Nominal Case
Suppose the system is operating in nominal condition and the system inputs are 1, 0, and
0. The predicted system outputs are a sum of 1 and a carry out of 0 as it is shown in
Figure 2.10.
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Table 2.6: System Representation






Suppose, however, that the observed outputs from the actual system are a sum of 0 and a
carry out of 0 as it is shown in Figure 2.11. During the detection process, we compare the
predicted outputs with the observed outputs as it is shown in Figure 2.11. In Figure 2.11,
the predicted value at the sum is inconsistent with the observed value at the sum. The
inconsistency in sum output constitutes a symptom at the sum and MBR initiates the
diagnosis process.
2.6.3 MBR Diagnosis
The MBR diagnosis process first identifies all the behaviors and inputs upstream of the
symptom. In network systems all devices are physically connected and the conventional
upstream will give all the components in upstream component set. So, we use the functional
definition and the service to device mapping tables to get the correct upstream components
from the symptom. The upstream components from the symptom in full digital adder are
A, B, and Cin, and XOR1, XOR2 as it is shown in Figure 2.12. The set of upstream
components constitutes the initial candidate list. The important thing to note in the given
example is that the model-based reasoning approach utilizes the causal processing flow
required to simulate a given output, and, and for networked systems, the causal processing
flow is not implied in the system’s structural connectivity. So, we have provided the causal
processing flow of the system in a form of function definition to the manager. Using the
constraint propogation and relaxation, the initial candidate list is reduced to the single-
component diagnoses of input A, XOR1, or XOR2 as it is shown in Figure 2.13. This set of
diagnoses is consistent with the set determined in the conventional example from Section
2.3.3.
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Figure 2.10: Digital Full Adder Network Implementation – Normal Condition
Figure 2.11: Digital Full Adder Network Implementation – Anomaly Detection
Figure 2.12: Digital Full Adder Network Implementation – Constraint Upstream





In order to verify the extensions of MBR anomaly management described in the previ-
ous chapter, an existing distributed computing system was extended and configured as a
spacecraft prototype in order to support experimentation. A Plug and Play (PnP) ser-
vice was added to the computing system to enable rapid, networked integration of inde-
pendently developed subsystems and to provide automated discovery and identification of
connected components. A model of the satellite prototype was then created in Simulink,
the graphical design and modeling environment integrated into MATLAB, and was used to
model the satellite prototype using the extended system representation. A new MATLAB-
based upstream causal path algorithm was programmed and integrated into existing MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK algorithms that implement the existing anomaly management system.
3.2 Plug-n-Play Technology Overview
Plug and play technology allows discovery and identification of connected systems, and it
provides component-specific information regarding the availability and use of services. In
PnP systems, the information required to use a component is embedded within the com-
ponent and made available to the rest of the system once the component is installed. In
this sense, the component is self-sufficient with respect to managing its own information
regarding its design and use. In a PnP architecture, a component should provide a model
of itself, which should be similarly self-contained, not depending on information external to
that model. This condition allows simple composition of an overall system model by speci-
fying the components in the system and how the components are structurally/functionally
connected [14].
Although SCU students have previously developed a component modeling approach for
PnP-like functionality, the PnP approach used for the current research program was the
Space Plug-and-Play (PnP) Avionics (SPA), which has been under development by the Air
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Force Research Laboratory since 2004. Several aspects of this system are described here.
3.2.1 Extended Transducer Electronic Datasheet (xTEDS)
xTEDs are electronic datasheets that allow components to define themselves. xTEDS are
the extension of the pioneering work of Kang Lee (NIST) and the team who developed
the IEEE 1451 smart sensor standard. The original TED datasheets were started in order
to overcome problems that exist in complex systems, for example, for factories having
thousands of disparate sensors that over time might fail and need replacing. It is conceivable
that vendors will stop making such sensors or product and that a similar product from a
different vendor might be incompatible, forcing a redesign of equipment interfaces, which
is costly and time consuming. The notion of smart sensor standards was introduced to
simplify and automate the replacement and integration of disparate sensors of many types
from many vendors.
In SPA, the concept of xTEDS was introduced to do a similar thing with complex
systems. The primary difference between TEDS and xTEDS is that TEDS is best suited
for simple scalar sensors, such as thermometers and pressure gauges, whereas xTEDS are
intended to support both arbitrarily complex components, as well as simple ones. XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) was first used in the original TED implementation to reduce
memory consumption in micro-controllers, which have limited memory to hold data. In
xTEDS, flexibility is achieved by using an open-ended concept, in which XML is used to
describe the properties, measurands, and commands of SPA devices [15]
3.2.1.1 XML SCHEMA LANGUAGE and XTEDS
The XML standard requires a set of rules to be followed to consider an XML document
valid. This set of rules is called a schema language. XML schema languages express shared
vocabularies and provide a means for defining the structure, content and semantics of XML
documents. There are wide variety of XML languages available, such as the W3C XML
schema Document Type Definition (DTD). SPA uses a particular XML Schema instance,
called an XML Schema Definition (XSD), to fully describe an xTEDS. An XSD defines
a type of XML document in terms of what elements and attributes may appear, their
relationship to each other, what types of data may be in them, and other qualifying and
constraining information. All xTEDS prepared for SPA implementations must conform to
the SPA xTEDS Schema and the XML Schema. The XML Schema must be validated using
a validating XML parser.
3.2.1.2 XTEDS FORMAT
xTEDS are written to define communication interfaces between a software application or a
hardware device and the rest of the networked system. All xTEDS have three basic parts
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[16]:
• The header, that names the xTEDS and the schema with which it conforms,
• The component declaration, that provides information on the supported application
or device, and
• All the communication interfaces that the device or application supports.
This information must be presented in the XML format, which says that every piece
of information in the xTEDS is either an element or an attribute. An attribute is a single
piece of data while an element has one or more attributes or elements under it.
Figure 3.1: xTEDS Sample Format.
3.2.2 Applique Sensor Interface Module (ASIM)
The concept of the Applique Sensor Interface Module (ASIM) was created by AFRL to ease
the implementation of SPA components. The ASIM acts as a bridge between devices and the
plug and play manager. ASIMs already understand SPA, contain electronic datasheets and
are flexible enough to support a wide variety of components. SPA components automate a
concept referred to as discovery and join, in which components are automatically recognized
when plugged into a system and networked with other components, both hardware and
software.
3.2.2.1 Network Manager
The ASIM is responsible for detecting all of the devices connected on the network. The
network manager application performs the discovery of PnP endpoints on subnets attached
to a processing node. This discovery leads to the formulation of a network topology for
the subnet that can then be used to bridge IP messages to destination endpoints on the
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subnet. The ASIM delivers subnet routing information to all nodes upon initial discovery,
and dynamically manages subsequent registration and de-registration of components.
3.2.2.2 Router
The ASIM also behaves as an intelligent router device. The ASIM receives commands from
the manager to get any particular data from a device connected on the network. The ASIM
sends the request to the destination, gets all the information from the device, processes it,
transforms the data to system compatible protocol and sends it back to the source address
(e.g., the manager).
3.2.3 Plug and Play Manager
The Plug and Play Manager is responsible for binding all components of the system together.
The manager receives the information added into the system and forwards it to the other
parts of the network that need them. The manager has the responsibilities described in the
following sub-sections.
3.2.3.1 Data Manager
The PnP manager acts as a Data Manager (DM) during the registration and de-registration
of SPA-compliant components (hardware and software) by receiving their eXtensible Trans-
ducer Electronic Data Sheets (xTEDS). Each xTEDS is parsed and used to extend a dy-
namic database that represents the aggregated capabilities available within the PnP system.
The DM also facilitates data queries from components wishing to form data relationships
with other components in the system. The DM is also responsible for collecting data from
connected devices and distributing it to those systems that might require it.
3.2.3.2 Task Manager
The PnP Task Manager (TM) handles the distribution of applications across all processors
in the PnP data system. The primary purpose of the TM is to manage different tasks in
a given pool memory and processing capability. The TM allocates resources to each task
based on the task’s priority.
3.2.3.3 Process Manager
The PnP Processor Manager (PM) is resident on each processor and is responsible for
maintaining an orderly processing system. The PM works with the TM to determine which
pending applications fit within the processors available execution resources. The PM ex-
ecutes only those application which are directed by TM. The operational state of each
application is monitored, both individually and collectively, so that a view of memory and
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processing load can be reported to the TM for overall system data resource balancing. The
PM also terminates running applications as directed by the TM.
Figure 3.2: Plug and Play Manager.
3.3 Hardware Implementation
The AVR-SAT-based distributed computing system, designed in the Robotic System Lab-
oratory (RSL) was used to implement the experimental testbed. This hardware has been
used as the basis for spacecraft, underwater robots, data loggers, high altitude balloon
payloads, and other systems throughout the RSL.
The AVR-SAT consist of AVR-Core, SAT-Motherboard and Latchup circuitry [17]. The
AVR-Core serves as the heart of these modules. Mounted on this board is the primary
micro-controller, an Atmel ATmega 128 and a RS-232 line driver and DB9 connector. A
few other components necessary for the micro-controller to function such as a clock and
In-System Programming header are also present on this board. The SAT-MB component
serves as the primary interconnect component of the module. As the name suggests it is
the satellite motherboard. The AVR-Core and latch-up modules plug into headers on this
board. The board contains the EHIS compliant DB9 connectors, a second RS-232 driver
and DB9 connector, and isolation circuitry to protect the network bus when an individual
AVR-SAT module is not powered. All the interconnect elements between the components
are present. Configuration jumpers are a critical part of this board, as well. The latch-up
module serves as a circuit breaker essentially protecting the subsystem from unexpected
high current events. These are possibly caused by a cold short due to an accident during
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development or debris internal to the satellite. The primary intent for this device is to
protect against Single Event Effects (SEE) caused by the radiation environment of space.
The implementation is a simple technique to protect hardware from these events, which can
materialize in the form of latch-up. These can be detected as small increases in nominal
current consumption on the order of 100mA. The complete multi-board AVR-SAT module
is shown below in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Spacecraft Avionics Module
The AVR-SAT system was used to create a set of prototype satellite avionics on par
with the type of missions developed and operated by RSL. The prototype includes subsys-
tem modules for plug-n-play management, a wireless communication subsystem (COM), a
beacon transmission subsystem (BCN), a dallas master (DMS) subsystem for aggregating
1-wire telemetry, and a computer workstation serving as a connected anomaly manager.
The implementation is based on the assumption that the satellite is orbiting around the
Earth, and we need to monitor the health of the satellite, whether the satellite is operating
properly or not.
Each subsystem is responsible for specific task. The plug-n-play manager is respon-
sible for identifying all networked subsystems and managing the list of available services.
The Dallas master (DMS) is responsible for collecting current and voltage data from each
subsystem of a satellite. The communication subsystem is responsible for responding to
ground commands; this is often done by receiving commands from operators on the ground,
forwarding the command directive to the proper satellite subsystem via the network bus,
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and then relaying any response back to operators on the ground. The beacon subsystem
(BCN) is responsible for broadcasting a brief, periodic message containing the health of
the satellite. The computer workstation is used to run the model-based reasoning anomaly
management system by simulating expected system behavior and performing detection and
diagnosis tasks. The hardware implementation of system is shown in Figure 3.4.
(a) Beacon Subsystem (b) Command and Data Handling Subsystem
Figure 3.4: MBR Extension on CDH subsystem
3.4 System Model
The system model for the command and data handling subsystem, using the extended
model-based reasoning approach, is presented in Figure 3.5. The model was developed
in Simulink, the graphical design and modeling environment integrated into MATLAB.
Each command and data handling subsystem is attached to a shared network bus. Each
subsystem block uses an AVR-SAT controller, and the implementation of the AVR-SAT
model is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.4.1 Component Attributes
The approach to representing attributes is generalized in order to create a modular design for
easy integration with the detection and diagnosis algorithm implementations. Configuration
attributes tend to be an ON/OFF switch or scalar values or strings noting the desired
configuration state. Figure 3.7 shows several configuration parameters which are assumed
to be identical to the actual system. These parameters represent information about the
kind of function the block is set to perform, whether or not the block is connected to power,
etc. The diagnosis software accesses configuration and attribute data in order to simulate
system operation, as described in the next section.
3.4.2 Anomaly Behaviors
The ability to simulate states to include anomaly states (fault, hazard, and misconfigura-
tion) - is necessary for system simulation as well as for the diagnosis process. Therefore,
these anomaly states are built into each component block. These states can be manipulated
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Figure 3.5: System Model of CDH Subsystem
through the component dialog box like Figure 3.8 or through the MATLAB interface to sim-
ulate components in an anomalous state. Faulted behaviors are simulated such that their
output constraints are relaxed. Similarly, hazard conditions are assumed to cause compo-
nents to have relaxed output constraints. Misconfigured inputs are propagated through the
component model and may corrupt output signals. For the research work performed in this
project, diagnosis focused primarily on faults, although the techniques used are generally
applicable to misconfigurations and hazards as well.
3.5 Extended Model-Based Reasoning Approach Implemen-
tation
Using the model development approach in conjunction with MATLAB scripts, the detection
and diagnosis processes have been integrated with the operational system. MATLAB scripts
implement the detection and diagnosis algorithms which manipulate the model and use data
from the operational system.
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Figure 3.6: AVR-SAT Hardware Implementation Model
3.5.1 Detection Algorithm Implementation
The detection algorithm, is implemented in a GUIDE/MATLAB graphical interface fol-
lowing the process described in section 2.4.2 and 3.2.2. Prior to the detection algorithm
being executed, the PnP Manager sends a command to all the devices in order to obtain
device states. At the start of the detection algorithm, the system model is executed under
the assumption that all configuration attributes are set properly and predicted data values
are generated from the model. Observations are compared with predicted values and if
any inconsistencies exist, a list of symptoms is compiled. In the case that symptoms exist,
the operator is notified and the diagnosis algorithm is invoked. The detection algorithm
graphical interface is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: Component Attributes
Figure 3.8: Anomaly Behaviors Attributes
3.5.2 Diagnosis Algorithm Implementation
With the existence of symptoms, the diagnosis algorithm is invoked. An initial candidates
list of components potentially in an anomalous state is determined by running the upstream
algorithm from each symptom. The function definition and service-to-device mapping table
are used to get the correct list of initial candidates. Once the candidate list is composed,
for each candidate on the list, the diagnosis algorithm forces the component model to be
in a fault and the output of the component is relaxed. Via MATLAB’s interface with
Simulink, a function is executed to manipulate the component’s fault state. The system is
simulated and if the results are consistent with the telemetry, the component is added to
the candidate list. However, if the results are not consistent, the component is disregarded
as a potential candidate. After a component is simulated in fault, it is forced back into a
nominal state and the remaining list of components is evaluated similarly. Once all potential
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Figure 3.9: Detection Algorithm Implementation
components are assumed in fault, the same process can be executed with the components
being in hazard or mis-configured states. The completion of the process results in a list of
potential components in fault, hazard, and misconfiguration. Tests have been created to
potentially reduce the candidate list by replacing a portion of the operational system with
a functional system known to have nominal behavior. If the test produces observations
that match predicted values, the components that are not replaced during the test can be
removed from the candidate list. The described detection, diagnosis, and test procedures




This chapter reviews the experimental verification of the extended MBR algorithm. Section
1 of this chapter gives an overview of the anomaly management testbed used in this research
project. Section 2 reviews the experimental test cases and presents the results.
4.1 Experimental Testbed
Spacecraft command and data handling avionics, shown in Figure 4.1, are used to validate
the MBR anomaly management extensions. The system consists of five subsystems: the
Dallas Master subsystem (DMS), the Communication subsystem (COM), the Plug-n-Play
(PnP) Manager, the Beacon subsystem (BCN) and the Computer.
Figure 4.1: Spacecraft Command and Data Handling Avionics
The DMS is responsible for collecting telemetry data throughout the satellite to include
the current, voltage and temperature values for each subsystem. COM accepts commands
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and send telemetry from/to a ground station. The BCN is responsible for periodically
broadcasting satellite health packets and other status data. The PnP Manager is responsi-
ble for detecting devices on the network bus and managing satellite subsystem services; the
manager is also assumed to be the component the executes functional commands. The Com-
puter is used to execute the extended model-based reasoning algorithm and is responsible
to detect and diagnose anomalies in the satellite.
During operation, COM receives commands and forwards them to the appropriate sub-
system for execution; as a result, functions are accomplished, possibly resulting in further
data flow through the distributed avionics system. Commands requesting telemetry data
may involve the DMS, which collects and returns data from throughout the system. Com-
mands may configure the BCN in order to periodically broadcast status data, which may
include data from the DMS. As this occurs, the PnP Manager periodically checks the sys-
tem’s connectivity and services status. During these activities, the anomaly management
system executing on the computer keeps tracks of all commands and data within the avion-
ics system and compares it with its own simulation of activity. If the computer’s detection
algorithm finds any inconsistency between the states of subsystems, the diagnosis algorithm
will generally execute in order to identify possible fault, hazard and misconfiguration candi-
dates; for this project, we note that we are focusing only on faults in order to demonstrate
the critical elements of the research.
4.2 Experimental Test Cases and Results
The MBR anomaly management extensions developed through this research program were
verified and validated via experiments performed with the SCU distributed command and
data handling subsystem configured as a spacecraft prototype. This section summarizes
several experimental cases and their results. These cases include nominal operation and
three examples of anomalous behavior. The results of these experiments demonstrate the
accuracy and speed of implementation of the MBR tool for detecting and diagnosing the
anomalies.
Prior to reviewing specific cases, it is worthwhile to become aquainted with the system
diagram used to convey the processing in each test case. Referring to Figure 4.2, one sees
the component architecture for the system. Individual processing modules are shown, ver-
tically aligned on the left and numbered device1-5. These modules are standard AVR-SAT
computer modules, each running application-specific software providing specific services.
The modules are linked by a linear data bus that connects to each modules via the EDP
(Emerald Data Protocol) port. Each module also has a power port (1 = power applied; 0
= power off) and a User Input command port (multiple values for different input command
states - a 0 implies no active command or command parameters). To the right, displays
provide a visual indication of the processing states of the system, showing the output of each
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module’s EDP port and serial port. For example, for device1 (the PnP Manager), output
displays show the ON/OFF state of each of the other components, which are all currently
in the ON (1) state (the PnP Manager stores this data regarding the connectivity state of
all other components given its PnP functionality. In general, ”Inf” is used for unknown


























































































































































































Figure 4.2: Normal Operation of a Plug-n-Play network system
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4.2.1 Test Case 1: Nominal Plug and Play Status Check
The nominal case is an ideal case, when all the subsystems of the system are working
properly. The reason for including the nominal scenario in the result is to show that
the extensions in the model-based reasoning approach do not negatively affect the normal
operation of the system or identify false anomalies. To demonstrate this, a nominal PnP
status check was performed, with the PnP Manager checking the connection state of all
other devices on the network bus.
In this case, all subsystems were connected, ON, and properly configured. Figure 4.2
shows the states of the devices. All the states of the system are shown in device1 (the
PnP Manager) because this subsystem is responsible of collecting and monitoring all of this
information. The display boxes for device 1 (the PnP Manager) show the states of each
device, with a ”1” denoting ON and a ”0” denoting OFF.
In this normal scenario, every system is operating nominally such that the detection
algorithm produces and displays no symptoms. The detection algorithm compares the
system model states with actual hardware states and the result is shown in Figure 4.3. For
this case, the Figure shows the expected result that there are no anomalies in the system.
Since no symptoms exist in the system, there is no need to invoke a diagnosis algorithm.
Figure 4.3: Detection algorithm result
4.2.2 Test Case 2: Power Off Anomaly
This test case shows the result of the algorithm when an anomaly occurs such that a
component is unexpectedly OFF. This could be the result of a misconfigured subsystem or
perhaps a power-related fault within the subsystem. The nominal assumption is that all
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subsystems are in the ON state; therefore, the predicated states of subsystems from the
system model will be ON for all subsystems, as shown in Figure 4.4.
(a) System Model of Command and Data Handling Subsystem
(b) Command and Data Handling Subsystem Avionics
Figure 4.4: CDH System Model Vs Hardware
For this experiment, a POWER OFF anomaly was established in the COM subsystem.
The COM subsystem was turned OFF intentionally to see the behavior of the extended
algorithm when an anomaly occurs in real time. Once the component was switched off,
the PnP Manager observed the ON/OFF subsystem states to be: COM = OFF, DMS =
ON, COM = ON and Computer = ON. As shown in Figure 4.5, the detection algorithm
detected the anomaly because the actual states were inconsistent with the predicted states
derived from the system model. Figure 4.5 shows the predicted and observed states of all
subsystems, and the result of detection algorithm.
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(a) Detection Algorithm Result
(b) CDH Hardware Status
Figure 4.5: Detection Algorithm States Vs CDH Hardware States All the hardwares are
in ON state except COM subsystem. Note that the power board and batteries on top left corner
are not a part of network system
Upon detection of an anomaly, the new upstream constraints algorithm was invoked
using the extended system representation to derive the causal flow within the distributed
command and data handling subsystem. The upstream algorithm result is shown in Fig-
ure 4.6 and includes all of the external inputs, behaviors and system inputs that are in
the causal upstream path of the symptom (which was that the COMM power state was
0). This list includes Device3 (COM) and Device1 (PnP Manager), the external inputs to
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these devices (e.g., power and command inputs), and the infrastructure for the AVR-Sat
boards (e.g., the standard board hardware and software functions such as the board-level
PnP table (XTED), the network communication protocol handling functions, etc.). The
COM device is on the list since its power processing circuitry could be anomalous, and the


































Figure 4.6: Test Case 2: Extended Upstream Algorithm An Initial Candidates List
It is worth noting how discriminatory the upstream causal analysis is. Structurally, the
PnP Manager, which holds the telemetry resulting in the symptom, is connected to all other
devices via the linear bus. Indeed, the PnP Manager communicated with all of these devices
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in order to acquire their ON/OFF state, and the aggregate ON/OFF data is held in a single
vector. However, the causal upstream algorithm has used the extended model information
to realize that the single element of that vector that is anomalous has a functional flow that
does not involve the BCN or DM devices.
The initial candidates list was then provided to the pre-existing diagnosis algorithm,
which executed an iterative constraint relaxation algorithm in order to weed out candidates
that could not explain the detected anomaly. For each candidate, the algorithm relaxes
the constraint, re-simulates the system model, and then checks consistency between the
observed outputs and the relaxed simulation outputs; consistency means that the candidate












































































































































































Figure 4.7: Constraint Relaxation Device 2
Figure 4.7 shows different anomaly candidates being highlighted as the diagnosis con-
siders them, and Figure 4.8 shows the reasoning results of the algorithm. For this case, the
remaining candidates, and therefore the possible diagnoses, consist of the COM software
function, COM subsystem power, and the COM board’s hardware/software infrastructure
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components. PnP Manager-related functions and components were removed by the diag-
nosis algorithm given that they properly functioned in order to acquire state data from the
other devices on the bus (note the assumptions of a single anomaly that persists during the









Figure 4.8: Test Case 2: Diagnosis Algorithm Result.
4.2.3 Test Case 3: Device Disconnected Anomaly
This test case shows the result of the algorithm when an anomaly occurs such that a com-
ponent is unexpectedly disconnected from the network bus. This results in the subsystem
being unable to respond to any commands sent to it via the network even if the device is
on and otherwise working nominally. Such a lack of response is expected during nominal
operations if the target subsystem is OFF. This lack of response could also be explained by
the lack of power or anomalous functionality within either the target or requesting devices.
For this experiment, the BCN device was disconnected from the network bus, and the
PnP Manager was commanded to send a test packet to the BCN device, requesting its
power state. There result was that the PnP Manager reported that the BCN was OFF.
The nominal assumption is that the BCN device is connected and ON. For this reason, the
detection algorithm classified the reported OFF state as a symptom. It is worth noting the
similarity between this test case and the test case described in Section 4.2.2; the difference
between the two is that in this test case the PnP Manager is only commanded to interact
with a single device (the BCN) whereas in the previous test case the PnP Manager com-
municated with several devices in order to determine the complete connectivity state of all
components on the network.
Upon detection, the upstream causal analysis algorthm was invoked and used the ex-
tended system representation to derive the functional contributors to this symptom. As
shown in Figure 4.9, the result included device1 (PnP Manager) and device2 (BCN) as well
as the external inputs (power and commands) and infrastructure elements (board hardware
and software functions) for these two devices. This result is similar to that computed in


































Figure 4.9: Test Case 3: Extended Upstream Algorithm Result
The initial candidates list was then fed to the diagnosis algorithm, which executed an
iterative constraint relaxation algorithm in order to weed out candidates that could not
explain the detected anomaly.
Figure 4.10 shows the reasoning results of the algorithm. The diagnosis result in this
case only removed a few candidates from the list. In particular, many functions/components
associated with the PnP Manager remained on the list, in contrast with the fact that
these functions/components were removed from the diagnosis list in the previous test case.
The reason that they remain in the current case is that there is no evidence that these
functions/components are currently working nominally, whereas in the previous test case
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Figure 4.10: Test Case 3: Diagnosis Algorithm Result.
4.2.4 Beacon Hardware Anomaly
As discussed earlier, Beacon hardware (a small transmission system with packet encoding
and transmitter components) is used to broadcast satellite health and other data. Figure 4.2
shows this hardware in the model with a box to the lower right of device2 (BCN). For the
prototype system, the Beacon system broadcasts a static message if it is not receiving
periodic updates from PnP Manager. If PnP Manager updates are received, then the
Beacon broadcasts a different message that includes real time data relevant to the PnP
status of the system, specifically, the number of devices on the bus and the state of each
device). For modeling purposes, the static message is represented by a 0 and a dynamic
message is represented by a 1. Figure 4.11 shows received packets under normal dynamic
operations with annotations on the figure showing what the values of specific characters
mean within each message.
This test case shows the result of the algorithm when an anomaly occurs such that a
hardware peripheral is anomalous. This results in the subsystem being unable to perform
its specific task. For this scenario, the beacon is in a mode where the BCN software on
device2 should be receiving periodic PnP Manager updates, and then this device should be
forwarding dynamic packets to the beacon hardware for transmission, thereby producing
periodic broadcast packets as shown in Figure 4.11. However, an anomaly was injected by
disconnecting the beacon hardware from its AVR-Sat module, prohibiting the BCN service
from issuing commands to the beacon hardware. As a result, no transmissions were received.
The detection algorithm detected the anomaly because there was an expectation according
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to the simulation that beacon packets should be received, that they should have dynamic
content, and in fact that the state of each device on the network bus should be a 1 (e.g.,
Power ON). The lack of received beacon packets was therefor a symptom.
After anomaly detection, the new upstream constraints algorithm was invoked and used
the extended system representation to derive the relevant causal flow. The upstream algo-
rithm result is shown in Figure 4.12 and included the Device1 (Manager), Device2 (BCN),
BCNHW (Beacon), the BCN and Manager external board inputs (Power and User Input),
and the BCN and Manager hardware and software infrastructure components/services.
The initial candidates list was then fed to the diagnosis algorithm for standard process-
ing. Figure 4.13 shows the reasoning results of the algorithm. The diagnosis result in this
case removed the Manager (Device1) and its infra structure models from the candidates
list. Had there been an anomaly with these components, then it is possible that the BCN
service would not receive periodic status updates for the dynamic message; but in this case,
the beacon would simply be broadcasting a static message. Since the symptom was no
message at all, the diagnosis algorithm is able to filter these possible causes out of the list
of plausible explanations.
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The objective of this research program was to extend an existing MBR anomaly management
system such that it could be applied to networked systems. To achieve this objective:
• The representation of an engineering system was extended in order to explicitly rep-
resent functional processing.
• The algorithm to determine upstream causal flow for a symptom was restructured in
order to exploit new information in the system model.
• Simulation support in Matlab and Simulink was created to simulate networked sys-
tems, and a standard model for SCU’s distributed computing system was created.
• Extensions were experimentally verified through the use of SCU’s distributed com-
puting system which was modified to implement PnP functionality.
The results of this research project were very successful, and the knowledge gained
from conducting this research will be instrumental in broadening the application of MBR
anomaly management techniques to networked systems.
5.1 Future Work
This research project verified and validated the detection and diagnosis algorithms executing
on a distributed computing system used for spacecraft and remote robotic systems. The next
step is to develop the resolution algorithm for networked system such that anomalies can
be properly addressed given available resources. Exploring the use of parallel embedded
processors for these algorithms is also of interest in order to improve the computational
speed of the reasoning process.
As an operational tool, the application to other dynamic systems would provide a way
of validating model-based reasoning as a sound general approach for anomaly management.
In the Robotic Systems Laboratory (RSL) at Santa Clara University, systems for land,
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sea, air and space are developed as scientific and engineering research platforms. Further
development of the analysis environment will benefit by applying it to available field systems
other than spacecraft, such as RSL’s underwater, rovers, and aerial vehicles, a few of which
are shown in Figure 5.1. The application to such new systems will allow exploration of
the limits of applicability for the model-based reasoning approach and will help to further
generalize the approach.
The current MBR anomaly management system has proven to be of value in the ground-
based control and analysis of spacecraft. Deploying this reasoning capability to on-board a
satellite or robot would allow in situ anomaly management capabilities that could provide
far more timely service. The avionics used to implement and validate the work of this
research program has already been deployed in two spacecraft, but these avionics have not
been used to perform on-board anomaly management. Achieving this capability is a logical
objective for future work in this area.
(a) Underwater Mantaris ROV (b) Unmanned vehicle Roverwerx
Figure 5.1: Dynamic Control System Examples
5.2 Personal Reflection
The overall research project was interesting and prolonged, but well worth the journey. I
was given the opportunity to conduct advanced research and work with satellite embedded
software and hardware systems to address the critical needs of the space industry in the area
of anomaly management. This involved the execution of model-based anomaly detection,
constraints upstream algorithm and anomaly diagnosis algorithms. All the algorithms were
successfully implemented on a satellite command and data handling avionics using plug and
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The appendix contains diagnosis code used in the design testing. The diagnosis code takes
an initial candidate list as an input and return reduce set of candidates for a particular
anomaly. The diagnosis code use constraint and relaxation technique to remove the extra
candidate for an anomaly from the list.
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function candidatelist = diagnosis_V3(symptoms,upstream_list)
% DIAGNOSIS determines the anomaly candidate list for specified symptoms.
%   CANDIDATELIST = DIAGNOSIS(SYMPTOMS) returns the candidate list for the
%   specified SYMPTOMS within a model. SYMPTOMS should be specified as an
%   Nx1 cell array with elements noting the fully qualified block name
%   (e.g. 'simulation_name/block_name'). The blocks/components that are
%   specified are to be manipulated by this function and requires that the
%   simulation model (*.mdl) is open within the instance of Matlab that
%   this function is being called.
% 
%   AUTHOR: Mike Rasay
%   CREATED: 2010-07-15
%   VERSION: Matlab 7.8.0 (R2009a)
%
%   MODIFIED    BY          COMMENTS
%   -----------------------------------------------------------------------
%   2011-02-01  MRasay      Updated and tested with Matlab 2009b.  
%   2011-02-16  MRasay      Modifications to handle the different modeling
%                           frameworks that have been established for the
%                           MBR anomaly management approach. The use of the
%                           embedded matlab functions and the mux/demux to
%                           handle signals departs from the use previously
%                           established method which converted a structure
%                           to a vector to be passed through block inputs
%                           and outputs.
%
% given the symptons, the 'upstream_components' function is called to
% determine the initial candiadate list. we need a cell Nxlength(symptoms) 
% array to determine the intersect of upstrema components. 
tic
 
if nargin == 2
    initialcandidatelist = upstream_list;
else
   allupstream = cell(1,length(symptoms));
   for i=1:length(symptoms)
       allupstream(:,i)={upstream_components_V3(symptoms{1,i})};
   end
   % using the upstream paths compiled for each symptom, establish the
   % intersect of the components. 
   initialcandidatelist = allupstream{1};
   for i=2:length(symptoms)
       initialcandidatelist = intersect(initialcandidatelist,allupstream{i});
   end
end
keyboard
% get the system name so that we can run it and determine where the
% unconstrained output value flows to
systemname = initialcandidatelist{1}(1:strfind(initialcandidatelist{1},'/')-1);
 
% set the simulation time to 1 for the diagnosis process
set_param(systemname,'StopTime','1.0');
 
% determine the name of every name of workspace variables containing




    workspacevars(length(workspacevars)+1)=get_param(displayblocks(i),'VariableName');
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% Observation points must be of the following format:
% - Display block
% - Connected to the same line is a To Workspace block
% - The block name of the display block and the variable name in the To
% Workspace block must be the same
% - The symptoms are assumed to be specified by a display block - the name
% of the given display block is assumed to correspond to the workspace
% variable grouped with it, so the observation point (potential symptom




% Get the potential observation points.  These are all of the ToWorkspace
% blocks, which are assumed to be connected to a display block.
obs_points = find_system(systemname,'LookUnderMasks','all','BlockType','ToWorkspace');
 
% Filter out the disabled observation points.  
for i = 1:length(obs_points)
   obs_point_parent = get_param(obs_points{i},'Parent');
   if ~strcmp(obs_point_parent,systemname)
       
       if strcmp(get_param(obs_point_parent,'Mask'),'on')
           % Observation point has a (parent with a) mask, meaning it should
           % be an 'mbr' observation point which has (a parent with) an
           % enable/disable flag.
           ena_obs_point_flag = regexp(get_param
(obs_point_parent,'MaskVariables'),'ena_obs_point','match');
           if ~isempty(ena_obs_point_flag)
               % An 'ena_obs_point' parameter exists.  Check if it is on.
               ena_obs_point_flag = get_param(obs_point_parent,ena_obs_point_flag{1});
               if strcmp(ena_obs_point_flag,'on')
                   % Observation point is enabled.  Add it.
                   workspacevars(length(workspacevars)+1) = get_param(obs_points
(i),'VariableName');
               else
                   continue;
               end
           end
       end
       if ~ismember(get_param(obs_points(i),'VariableName'),workspacevars)
           workspacevars(length(workspacevars)+1) = get_param(obs_points
(i),'VariableName');
       end
   else
       if ~ismember(get_param(obs_points(i),'VariableName'),workspacevars)
           workspacevars(length(workspacevars)+1) = get_param(obs_points
(i),'VariableName');
       end
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% get the names of the workspace variables associated with the specified
% symptoms. NOTE: unlike the symptom list, which is assumed to be the
% complete name (to include the model and container sub system blocks), the
% nonsymptoms cell array lists the variables on the matlab workspace of the
% system outputs used to verify consistency of symptoms during the
% diagnosis process. 
symptomvars = cell(0);
for i=1:length(symptoms)




% for each of the components in the intersection of components upstream of
% the symptoms, set the fault flag and determine if the 'inf' value matches
% the symptoms. In the case that the symptoms are matched, the component
% should remain on the candidate list. 
candidatelist = cell(0);
for i=1:length(initialcandidatelist)
    fprintf('Initial List Component: %s\n',initialcandidatelist{i});
    if(~isempty(get_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'MaskWSVariables')) && ...
        ~isempty(regexp(get_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'MaskVariables'),'fault_flag', 
'once')))
   if(~isempty(get_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'MaskWSVariables')) && ...
       ~isempty(regexp(get_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'MaskVariables'),'\w*flag(?
==@)', 'match')))
       
       % example MaskWsVariables: input_name=@1;nominal_value=@2;miscfg_flag=@3;
input_value=@4;
   
       flag_name = regexp(get_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'MaskVariables'),'\w*flag(?
==@)', 'match');
        keyboard
       set_param(initialcandidatelist{i},flag_name{1},'on');
        set_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'fault_flag','on');
       
       
       % run the simulation
       sim(systemname);
       % check the workspace variables, which have the same name as the
       % symptom blocks, if the 'inf' value exists. Since the variables
       % are set in the workspace, the values are checked within the
       % workspace - this section of the function assumes that the block
       % specified in the input (symptoms) has a ToWorkspace block that
       % puts a variable on the Matlab workspace (base) with the same name
       % as the block. 
       symptomsmatch = false;
        fprintf('Component: %s\n',initialcandidatelist{i});
       for j=1:length(symptoms)
           % since the output value is a vector, it must be converted to a
           % structure in order to test the value. Get the vector from the
           % Matlab workspace
           output_data = eval([get_param(symptoms{j},'Name') '.signals.values' ...
               '(size(' get_param(symptoms{j},'Name') '.signals.values,1),:)']);
           % convert the vector to a structure and determine if the mrasay
           % modeling framework (structure to vector) is used or if the
           % output does not require interpretation
           output_struct = [];
           if(isvector(output_data) && ~isfloat(output_data))
               output_struct = vector_to_struct(output_data);
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           end 
           if(isstruct(output_struct) && ~isempty(output_struct))
               % determine if the the output is unconstrained
               symptomsmatch = any(isinf(output_struct.data));
                fprintf('\tSymptom (%s): %d(1-matches symptoms; 0-does not match)\n',...
                    symptoms{j},any(isinf(output_struct.data)));
           else
               symptomsmatch = any(isinf(output_data));
                fprintf('\tSymptom (%s): %d (1-matches symptoms; 0-does not match)
\n',...
                    symptoms{j},any(isinf(output_data)));
           end
           if(symptomsmatch==false)
               break;
           end
       end
       if(symptomsmatch==true)
           for k=1:length(nonsymptoms)
                try
                   nonsymptom_data = eval([nonsymptoms{k} '.signals.values' ...
                       '(size(' nonsymptoms{k} '.signals.values,1),:)']);
                catch
                    keyboard
                end
               % convert the vector to a structure and determine if the
               % vector is actually a structure or if the data is
               % specified as-is.
               nonsymptom_struct = [];
               if(isvector(nonsymptom_data) && ~isfloat(nonsymptom_data))               
                   nonsymptom_struct = vector_to_struct(nonsymptom_data);
               end
               if(isstruct(nonsymptom_struct) && ~isempty(nonsymptom_struct))
                   if(any(isinf(nonsymptom_struct.data)))
                       symptomsmatch=false;
                   end
                    fprintf('\tNon-symptom (%s): %d (0-matches symptoms; 1-does not 
match\n',...
                        nonsymptoms{k},any(isinf(nonsymptom_struct.data)));
               else
                   if(any(isinf(nonsymptom_data)))
                      symptomsmatch=false; 
                   end
                    fprintf('\tNon-symptom (%s): %d (0-matches symptoms; 1-does not 
match\n',...
                        nonsymptoms{k},any(isinf(nonsymptom_data)));
               end
               if symptomsmatch==false
                   break;
               end
           end
       end 
       % include the component if all the symptoms andn nonsymptoms match
       if(symptomsmatch==true) 
           candidatelist(length(candidatelist)+1)=initialcandidatelist(i);
       end
       % set the fault flag off
        set_param(initialcandidatelist{i},'fault_flag','off');
       set_param(initialcandidatelist{i},flag_name{1},'off');
   end
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disp(['Total Diagnosis Time: ' num2str(time)]);
 






This appendix contains upstream code which is used in this thesis to get the upstream
component from any particular component.
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function blocks = upstream_components_V3(block)
% UPSTREAM_COMPONENTS Gets all the simulink blocks that are upstream of the specified 
block. 
% 
%   UPSTREAM_COMPONENTS('BLOCK'), where 'BLOCK' is the system block of which to get
%   the list of upstream blocks. The 'BLOCK' name provided must be the
%   fully qualified name (e.g. 'simulation_name/block_name'). 
% 
%   For the diagnosis process, this function can be used to search for
%   components upstream from a specific symptom. Provided that there are
%   multiple symptoms, the upstream_components function can be used to
%   determine components upstream from all symptoms. After the lists are
%   compiled, the INTERSECT function can be used to determine the
%   intersection of all the lists, resulting the anomaly candidate list. 
%
% Author: Mike Rasay, Robotics Systems Laboratory (Santa Clara University)
%
% Rev: 2008.18.06
% Major revision from the previous version (see update). The revision
% searches for components under masks and connections that exist via the
% 'From/Goto' block pairs.
%
% Rev: 2010.03.12
% Major revision from the previous version (see update). The revision
% searches for components connected with the Inports. 
%
% Last Updated : Naail Malick, Robotics Systems Laboratory (Santa Clara University)
%
% Rev: 2011.03.15
% Major revision from the previous version (see update). The revision
% also covers all the component in different levels. It also handles
% unmasked subsystems, memory read blocks and outports.
%
% Rev: 2011.05.18
% Major overhaul.  Numerous subfunctions added for clarity (hopefully).
% Author: Anthony Young
% 
 
% Initialize a cell array to hold the upstream blocks
blocks = cell(1);
 
% Set BLOCK as the first item in blocks.
blocks{1} = block;
 
% Set the index to 1
idx = 1;
 
% Go through blocks and add upstream (source) blocks for each.  Continue
% until no more source blocks get added.
while idx <= length(blocks)
    % Define the current block
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    currentBlock = blocks{idx};
    
%     fprintf('Current block: %s\n',currentBlock);
    
    % Add the source blocks of the current block using ADDSOURCEBLOCKS.
    blocks = addSourceBlocks(blocks,currentBlock);
    
    % Now that the source blocks of the current block have been added,
    % remove the current block if appropriate (e.g., it is an Inport,
    % Outport, Embedded MATLAB Function, etc.).
    % COMMENTED OUT (ayoung) because if multiple blocks source the current
    % block, and it is a block that gets removed, it will keep getting
    % removed and added.
%     [blocks,idx] = removeBlock(blocks,idx,currentBlock);
    
    % The current block and its source have been accounted for.  Increment
    % the index so that the next block will be handled.
    idx = idx + 1;
end
 
% Remove 'invalid' blocks such as Constant blocks and Outport blocks.
idx = 1;
while idx <= length(blocks)
    currentBlock = blocks{idx};
    [blocks,idx] = removeBlock(blocks,idx,currentBlock);







function [blocks,idx] = removeBlock(blocks,idx,currentBlock)
%REMOVEBLOCK    Removes CURRENTBLOCK from BLOCKS if appropriate.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.  IDX is
%   the index of CURRENTBLOCK in BLOCKS, and CURRENTBLOCK is the current
%   block for which source blocks have already been added.  Given that
%   source blocks for CURRENTBLOCK have already been added, the block
%   should be removed if it is a block type which is not used in the
%   model-based anomaly management modeling framework.  That is, unmasked
%   blocks get removed.  Currently, the block types for removal are
%   explicitly enumerated, but this may change to simply checking for a
%   block mask (and not being an Embedded MATLAB Function block).
 
% Define the block types which should be removed.  Note that the Embedded
% MATLAB Function block is handled separately.
removeType = {'Outport'
              'Constant'
              'Gain'};
 
% Get the CURRENTBLOCK block type.
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[currentBlock,currentBlockType,~] = getBlockNameTypeMask(currentBlock);
 
% Check if the block type is on the REMOVETYPE list, or if CURRENTBLOCK is
% an Embedded MATLAB Function.
if any(strcmp(currentBlockType,removeType)) || embeddedCheck(currentBlock)
    % Remove CURRENTBLOCK from BLOCKS.
    blocks = [blocks(1:idx-1) blocks(idx+1:length(blocks))];
%     colorBlocks({currentBlock},'blue');
    %%%%%%% DEBUG %%%%%%%
%     fprintf('''%s'' Block removed: %s\n\n',currentBlockType,currentBlock);
    %%%%% END DEBUG %%%%%
    
    % Decrement IDX.  Note that requirement for IDX > 1 has been removed.






function blocks = addSourceBlocks(blocks,currentBlock)
%ADDSOURCEBLOCKS    Adds source blocks of CURRENTBLOCK to BLOCKS.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks and
%   CURRENTBLOCK is the block for which source blocks are to be added.
 
% Get the port connectivity of the current block.  The result is a
% structure, for example, 'currentBlockPortConn', with each element
% being either input or output information.  The length of the
% structure is the sum of the number inputs and outputs.  For example,
% if a block has 2 inputs and 1 output, the port connectivity structure
% will have 3 elements, the first two elements being the inputs,and the
% last element being for the output.  (Note that the elements are
% always stored as inputs followed by outputs, and they are in order,
% that is, input 1 of the block is the first element.)  The data of
% interest is either the SrcBlock field or the DstBlock field, that is
% currentBlockPortConn(i).SrcBlock or currentBlockPortConn(i).DstBlock.
% Each is a handle of a block which is an input to the current block
% (SrcBlock) or a block which is an output of the current block
% (DstBlock).  The SrcBlock and DstBlock handles can be used in place of
% specifying a block name by its full path.  For example, the name of a
% source block, assuming it is the first element in the structure array, is
% given by:
%
%   sourceBlockName = get_param(currentBlockPortConn(1).SrcBlock,'Name');
%
% Note that 'Name' simply provides the name of the block and not the
% full path.  The full block path of the source block parent, however,
% is given by:
%
%   sourceBlockParentFullPath = get_param(currentBlockPortConn(1).SrcBlock,'Parent');
%
% The full path of the source block is then:
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%




% Check each element of the port connectivity structure.  The SrcBlock
% field of the port connectivity structure array is not empty (i.e., it
% has a handle) for a given structure element which refers to a source
% block.  (The field is empty if the element refers to a destination
% block.)  Thus, the source blocks of the current block are found from the
% handles in the port connectivity structure array elements for which
% SrcBlock is not empty.
for i = 1:length(currentBlockPortConn)
    % Check that currentBlockPortConn(i).SrcBlock is not empty, meaning
    % that currentBlockPortConn(i) refers to a source block.
    if ~isempty(currentBlockPortConn(i).SrcBlock)
        % The SrcBlock field for this element is not empty, meaning
        % that this element refers to a source block, that is, there is
        % a block upstream of the current block.  Get the block handle for
        % this source block.
        sourceBlockHandle = currentBlockPortConn(i).SrcBlock;
        
        % Add the source block to BLOCKS appropriately using
        % ADDSOURCEBLOCK.
        blocks = addSourceBlock(blocks,sourceBlockHandle,currentBlock);






function blocks = addSourceBlock(blocks,sourceBlockIdentifier,currentBlock)
%ADDSOURCEBLOCK     Adds a source block to BLOCKS appropriately.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.
%   SOURCEBLOCKIDENTIFIER is either a fully qualified path name of a block,
%   or the handle to a block.  CURRENTBLOCK is a fully qualified path name.
%   Depending on the source block type, the appropriate addSource function
%   is used to add it to BLOCKS.
 
% Get the source block full path, type, and mask.
[sourceBlock,sourceBlockType,sourceBlockMask] = getBlockNameTypeMask
(sourceBlockIdentifier);
% fprintf('Source Block: %s\n',sourceBlock);
% fprintf('Type: %s; ',sourceBlockType);
% fprintf('Mask: %s\n',sourceBlockMask);
 
% Add the source block using the appropriate addSource function.
switch sourceBlockType
    case 'SubSystem'
        % If the source block is a subsystem, it may or may not be
        % masked.  In either case, the true source must be added (i.e., the
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        % Outport), and then only a masked subsystem should also be added.
        blocks = addSourceSubsystem(blocks,sourceBlock,currentBlock);
    case 'Inport'
        blocks = addSourceInport(blocks,sourceBlock);
%     case 'DataStoreRead'
%         blocks = addSourceDataStoreRead(blocks,sourceBlock);
    case 'From'
        blocks = addSourceFrom(blocks,sourceBlock);
    otherwise
        % This 'otherwise' case is temporary, in case some block type was
        % missed.  Add the sourceblock if it is not already in the list.
        blocks = addBlock(blocks,sourceBlock);






function blocks = addBlock(blocks,blockToAdd)
 
% Add BLOCKTOADD only if it not already in BLOCKS.
if ~ismember(blockToAdd,blocks)
    blocks{length(blocks)+1} = blockToAdd;
%     blockType = get_param(blockToAdd,'BlockType');
%     fprintf('%s Block added: %s\n',blockType,blockToAdd);
%     colorBlocks({blockToAdd},'red');
%     pause();
%     keyboard






function blocks = addSourceSubsystem(blocks,sourceBlock,currentBlock)
%ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM     Adds the source from a subsystem block.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.
%   SOURCEBLOCK is a SubSystem block, and CURRENTBLOCK is a block which
%   SOURCEBLOCK feeds in to.  This function extracts the 'true' source of
%   CURRENTBLOCK, given that the subsystem contains blocks inside.
 
% SOURCEBLOCK is a SubSystem, and it will either be masked or not.  In
% either case, the 'true' source block needs to be determined, which will
% be an Outport contained within SOURCEBLOCK.  After adding this 'true'
% source block to BLOCKS, SOURCEBLOCK will also be added, but only if it is
% a masked subsystem.  We do not want to add unmasked subsystems, because
% unmasked subsystems may contain multiple outputs, not all of which should
% be traced.
 
% Get the source block mask.
sourceBlockMask = get_param(sourceBlock,'Mask');
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% Before getting the true source of the current block, check if it is
% masked (and not an Embedded MATLAB Function block), meaning that it
% should be added to the list.  That is, it is not just a plain subsystem.
if strcmp(sourceBlockMask,'on') && ~embeddedCheck(sourceBlock)
    % Add this source block to the list of blocks if it is not already in
    % the list.
    blocks = addBlock(blocks,sourceBlock);
%         fprintf('MASKED Block added: %s\n',sourceBlock);
end
 
% Whether or not the source block is a plain subsystem, we want to get the
% true source (e.g., outport underneath).  Use GETTRUESOURCEBLOCK to get
% the true source block.
trueSourceBlock = getTrueSourceBlock(currentBlock,sourceBlock);
 
% Since TRUESOURCEBLOCK is a cell array, for the case that SOURCEBLOCK
% feeds multiple lines into CURRENTBLOCK, we need to loop through and add
% each TRUESOURCEBLOCK.
for i = 1:length(trueSourceBlock)
    blocks = addBlock(blocks,trueSourceBlock{i});






function blocks = addSourceInport(blocks,inportBlock)
%ADDSOURCEINPORT    Adds the source from an Inport block.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.
%   INPORTBLOCK is the Inport block from which the source is extracted.
%   The source block is then added to BLOCKS using ADDSOURCEBLOCK.
 
% Get the parent block of the Inport
parentBlock = get_param(inportBlock,'Parent');
 
% Get the port connectivity of the parent block.  Note that the elements in
% this structure are inputs first, and then outputs.  Further, the inputs
% and outputs are in order.  That is, the first input to the block is the




% Get the port number of the Inport block.  Note this returns a string, so
% str2double is needed.  The port number corresponds to the input number of
% the parent block.
portNumber = str2double(get_param(inportBlock,'Port'));
 
% Get the source block handle using the parent port connectivity and
% the port number.  This gets the source that is feeding this Inport via
% the Inport's parent block.
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sourceBlockHandle = parentBlockPortConn(portNumber).SrcBlock;
 




% fprintf('INPORT Source Block: %s\n',sourceBlock);
% fprintf('Type: %s; ',sourceBlockType);
% fprintf('Mask: %s\n',sourceBlockMask);
%%%%% END DEBUG %%%%%
 
% Add the source block by using ADDSOURCEBLOCK.  Note that PARENTBLOCK must
% be included.  This because if  SOURCEBLOCK is a subsystem, ADDSOURCEBLOCK
% will use ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM to add SOURCEBLOCK, which requires the block







function blocks = addSourceDataStoreRead(blocks,dataStoreReadBlock)
%ADDSOURCEDATASTOREREAD     Adds the source from a Data Store Read block.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.
%   DATASTOREREADBLOCK is the Data Store Read block from which the source
%   is extracted.  The source block is then added to BLOCKS using
%   ADDSOURCEBLOCK.
 
% Get the name of the Data Store variable.  This is used to find the
% corresponding Data Store Write block.
dataStoreName = get_param(dataStoreReadBlock,'DataStoreName');
 
% Get the system name so that FIND_SYSTEM can be used to search for Data
% Store Write blocks.
systemName = dataStoreReadBlock(1:strfind(dataStoreReadBlock,'/')-1);
 
% Get the Data Store Write block which corresponds to the Data Store Read
% block.  That is, the one with the same Data Store name.  Note the
% assumption is that there is only one Data Store Write block writing to
% the given Data Store Name.
dataStoreWriteBlock = find_system(systemName,'LookUnderMasks','all', ...
                            'BlockType','DataStoreWrite', ...
                            'DataStoreName',dataStoreName);
 
% Get the Data Store Write block name as a string from the cell.
dataStoreWriteBlock = dataStoreWriteBlock{1};
 
% Get the source of the Data Store Write block.  First we get the port
% connectivity of the Data Store Write block, and then we get the source
% block handle.  Note that because Data Store Write blocks have only one
% input and no outputs, and therefore the port connectivity structure will
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% only have one element, it is not necessary to reference the port









% fprintf('DATA STORE WRITE Source Block: %s\n',sourceBlock);
% fprintf('Type: %s; ',sourceBlockType);
% fprintf('Mask: %s\n',sourceBlockMask);
%%%%% END DEBUG %%%%%
 
% Add the source block of the Data Store Write block using ADDSOURCEBLOCK.
% Note that the source block may be a subsystem, in which case
% ADDSOURCEBLOCK will use ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM to add the source block
% appropriately.  Because ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM requires that the destination
% block of the subsystem block be included, which in this case would be the







function blocks = addSourceFrom(blocks,fromBlock)
%ADDSOURCEFROM  Adds the source from a From block.
%   BLOCKS is a cell array of fully qualified path names of blocks.
%   FROMBLOCK is the From block from which the source is extracted.  The
%   source block is then added to BLOCKS using ADDSOURCEBLOCK.
 
% Get the Goto tag in order to find the corresponding Goto block.
gotoTag = get_param(fromBlock,'GotoTag');
 




% Find Goto blocks with the same tag as FROMBLOCK.
gotoBlocks = find_system(systemName,'LookUnderMasks','all', ...
                            'BlockType','Goto', ...
                            'GotoTag',gotoTag);
 
% There may be Goto blocks with the same tag name (but hopefully not).  If
% there is just one, there is no need to search through them to find the
% right one.
numGotoBlocks = length(gotoBlocks);
if numGotoBlocks == 1
    % Just one Goto block has the same Goto tag.  Get the Goto block name
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    % as a string from the gotoBlocks cell.
    gotoBlock = gotoBlocks{1};
else
    % There are multiple Goto blocks with the same tag name.  Here we then
    % temporarily assume that the From block is getting its value from a
    % Goto block with global scope, of which there can only be one for a
    % given Goto tag.  Thus, get the Goto block with the same Goto tag
    % which also has the TagVisibility property equal to 'global'.
    gotoBlock = find_system(systemName,'LookUnderMasks','all', ...
                            'BlockType','Goto', ...
                            'GotoTag',gotoTag, ...
                            'TagVisibility','global');
    
    % If the globally scoped Goto block exists, get the Goto block name as
    % a string from the gotoBlock cell.
    if ~isempty(gotoBlock)
        gotoBlock = gotoBlock{1};
    else
        % There is no Goto block with global scope.  Since numGotoBlocks
        % must be greater than 1, there are multiple locally scoped Goto
        % blocks with the same Goto tag.  The correct one is then the one
        % that has the same parent as the From block.
        
        % Get the parent of the from block.
        fromParentBlock = get_param(fromBlock,'Parent');
        
        % Check each Goto block parent for a match.
        for i = 1:numGotoBlocks
            % Get the parent of the goto block.
            gotoParentBlock = get_param(gotoBlocks{i},'Parent');
            
            % Check for a match.
            if strcmp(gotoParentBlock,fromParentBlock)
                % Match found.  Get the Goto block name as a string from
                % the gotoBlocks cell, then break out of the loop.
                gotoBlock = gotoBlocks{i};
                break;
            end
        end
    end
end
 
% Get the source of the Goto block.  First we get the port connectivity of
% the Goto block, and then we get the source block handle.  Note that
% because Goto blocks have only one input and no outputs, and therefore the
% port connectivity structure will only have one element, it is not




% Get the source block name, type, and mask.
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% fprintf('GOTO Source Block: %s\n',sourceBlock);
% fprintf('Type: %s; ',sourceBlockType);
% fprintf('Mask: %s\n',sourceBlockMask);
%%%%% END DEBUG %%%%%
 
% Add the source block of the Goto block using ADDSOURCEBLOCK.  Note that
% the source block may be a subsystem, in which case ADDSOURCEBLOCK will
% use ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM to add the source block appropriately.  Because
% ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM requires that the destination block of the subsystem
% block be included, which in this case would be the current Goto block,






function trueSourceBlock = getTrueSourceBlock(currentBlock,sourceBlock)
%GETTRUESOURCEBLOCK     Gets the 'true' source block of CURRENTBLOCK.
%   SOURCEBLOCK is a SubSystem block, of which one of the outputs feeds
%   into CURRENTBLOCK.
 
% SOURCEBLOCK may have multiple outputs, in which case it needs to be
% determined which of the outputs from the source block is the one that
% corresponds to the appropriate input of CURRENTBLOCK.  Consider the
% following scenario:
% 
%   _______________
%   |               |
%   |               |----->
%   |               |
%   |               |                  ___________
%   |    Source     |                 |           |
%   |               |---------------->|  Current  |
%   |    Block      |                 |           |----->
%   |               |           ----->|   Block   |
%   |               |                 |___________|
%   |               |----->
%   |_______________|
% 
% Here, SOURCEBLOCK has 3 Outports inside, only one of which actually goes
% to CURRENTBLOCK.  The correct Outport block must be identified.  This is
% done by looking at the port connectivity (DstBlock's) of SOURCEBLOCK and
% finding a match with CURRENTBLOCK.
 
% If SOURCEBLOCK is an Embedded MATLAB Function block, there is no need to
% go underneath and find an Outport.  If this is the case, set
% TRUESOURCEBLOCK to SOURCEBLOCK and return.
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if embeddedCheck(sourceBlock)
    % Note this needs to be a cell, because ADDSOURCESUBSYSTEM expects a
    % cell array back.
    trueSourceBlock = {sourceBlock};
    return;
end
 
% Get the port connectivity of SOURCEBLOCK.
sourceBlockPortConn = get_param(sourceBlock,'PortConnectivity');
 
% Get the number of inport lines for SOURCEBLOCK.  This is needed in order
% to adjust the index used for referencing the outport line in the port
% connectivity structure.
inports = find_system(sourceBlock,'SearchDepth',1,'LookUnderMasks','all', ...
                            'BlockType','Inport');
inportLineCount = length(inports);
 
% Initialize the outport line count of SOURCEBLOCK to 0.
outportLineCount = 0;
 




% Check each element of the SOURCEBLOCK port connectivity structure array.
for i = 1:length(sourceBlockPortConn)
    % Check first that the DstBlock field of the current element of the
    % source block port connectivity is not empty, meaning that it is an
    % output line which feeds in to one or more blocks.
    if ~isempty(sourceBlockPortConn(i).DstBlock)
        % The DstBlock field is not emtyp, meaning that this element is an
        % output line.  DstBlock is an array of block handles into which
        % this output feeds.  Each handle needs to be checked to see if
        % this output line is the one that feeds into the current block.
        
        % Increment the outport line counter.
        outportLineCount = outportLineCount + 1;
        
        % Get the number of blocks which this outport line feeds in to.
        numDestBlocks = length(sourceBlockPortConn(i).DstBlock);
        
        % Check each destination block for a match with the current block.
        for j = 1:numDestBlocks
            % Define the destination block handle.
            destBlockHandle = sourceBlockPortConn(i).DstBlock(j);
            
            % Get the destination block name, (type, and mask).
            [destBlock,~,~] = getBlockNameTypeMask(destBlockHandle);
            
            % Check if the destination block, which is one of the blocks
            % into which this output line feeds into, is the current block.
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            if strcmp(destBlock,currentBlock)
                % The destination block and current block match, meaning
                % that this output line of SOURCEBLOCK is one that actually
                % feeds into currentBlock.
                
                % Increment the outport line match counter.
                outportMatchCount = outportMatchCount + 1;
                
                % Add the outport line number by adjusting the index down
                % by the number of inport lines. 
                outportLineNumber(outportMatchCount) = i - inportLineCount;
                
                % Keep looping in case there are more output lines which
                % also feed into CURRENTBLOCK.
            end
        end
    end
end
 
% Initialize a cell array to hold the true sources (outports).
trueSourceBlock = cell(1,outportMatchCount);
 
% Add each Outport to the TRUESOURCEBLOCK cell array.
for i = 1:outportMatchCount
    % Get the Outport of SOURCEBLOCK with the port number
    % outportLineNumber.
    trueSourceBlockTemp = find_system(sourceBlock,'SearchDepth',
1,'LookUnderMasks','all', ...
                                'BlockType','Outport', ...
                                'Port',num2str(outportLineNumber(i)));
 
    % Add the true source block name as a string to the cell array.






function check = embeddedCheck(currentBlock)
%EMBEDDEDCHECK  Returns true if CURRENTBLOCK is an Embedded MATLAB
%   Function block.  CURRENTBLOCK is a fully qualified path name of a
%   block, or the handle to a block.
 
% Initialize CHECK to false, indicating the CURRENTBLOCK is not an Embedded
% MATLAB Function block.
check = false;
 
% Get the current block name, type, and mask.
[currentBlock,currentBlockType,currentBlockMask] = getBlockNameTypeMask(currentBlock);
 
% Check first if the CURRENTBLOCK is a SubSystem and is masked.
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if strcmp(currentBlockType,'SubSystem') && strcmp(currentBlockMask,'on')
    % CURRENTBLOCK is a SubSystem and is masked.  Get the block properties
    % and check for ' SFunction '.
    blockProperties = get_param(currentBlock,'Blocks');
    if any(strcmp(blockProperties,' SFunction '))
        % Current block is a subsystem, is masked, and has the
        % ' SFunction ' block property, meaning that it is an Embedded
        % MATLAB Function block.  Set CHECK to true.
        check = true;






function [blockName,blockType,blockMask] = getBlockNameTypeMask(blockIdentifier)
%GETBLOCKNAMETYPEMASK   Returns the BLOCKNAME, BLOCKTYPE, and BLOCKMASK of
%   BLOCKHANDLE.  BLOCKIDENTIFIER is either a fully qualified path name of
%   a block, or the handle to a block.  BLOCKNAME is a fully qualified path
%   name, BLOCKTYPE is the block type of the block (e.g., SubSystem,
%   Display, Inport, etc.), and BLOCKMASK is the block mask parameter,
%   either 'on' or 'off'.
 
% Extract the string from BLOCKIDENTIFIER if it is a cell.
if iscell(blockIdentifier)
    blockIdentifier = blockIdentifier{1};
end
 
% Get the block name.  Note this is the name only, and not the path.
blockName = get_param(blockIdentifier,'Name');
 
% Get the full path of the parent of the block.
blockParentFullPath = get_param(blockIdentifier,'Parent');
 
% Define the block full path by appending the block name to the full path
% of the parent of the block.
blockName = [blockParentFullPath '/' blockName];
 
% Get the block type.
blockType = get_param(blockName,'BlockType');
 







Process Flow Extractor Code
The appendix contains process flow extractor code which is responsible to take help from
function definition, service to device mapping table and system representation table to get
the flow of the output. The code is written in such way that it takes system representation
inputs and output id which is a unique ID for each function.
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function blocks = processFlowExtracter(functionDescription,pnpTable,strArchitecture,
outputID)
% Function Description Fields= Output Status   Source Block  Destination Block   Input1 
Input2






    if(nargin < 3)
        error('Three arguments are required.') ;
    end
 
% Check Description of a System should not be empty
    if isempty(functionDescription) 
        error('Function Description is empty');





% Calculate the length of function description for upstreaming
    fd_length = length(functionDescription);
 
% Check the no of outputs for the current system and storing the positions
    previousPosition = 0;
    for i = fd_length:-1:1
        if functionDescription{i}{1} ~= previousPosition
%             a = previousInput();
            no_of_outputs = no_of_outputs + 1;
            positions(no_of_outputs) = i;
            previousPosition = functionDescription{i}{1};
%             keyboard
        end
    end
    
candidateslist = cell(1);
candidateslist{1} = functionDescription{fd_length}{2};    
    for i = 1:length(positions)
        if functionDescription{positions(i)}{1} == outputID
            for j = positions(i):-1:1
                if ~isnan(functionDescription{j}{3})
                    if functionDescription{j}{1} == outputID 
                        % add the component to the list
                        if(~ismember(functionDescription{j}{3},candidateslist))
                            candidateslist{end + 1} = functionDescription{j}{3};
                        end
                    end
                end
            end
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        end
    end
 
% Includes The Input Blocks if not included in the list already   
    for i = 1:length(positions)
        if functionDescription{positions(i)}{1} == outputID
            for j = positions(i):-1:1
                if functionDescription{j}{1} == outputID 
                    if ~isnan(functionDescription{j}{4})
                        % add the component to the list
                        if(~ismember(functionDescription{j}{4},candidateslist))
                            candidateslist{end + 1} = functionDescription{j}{4};
                        end
                    end
                    if ~isnan(functionDescription{j}{5})
                        % add the component to the list
                        if(~ismember(functionDescription{j}{5},candidateslist))
                            candidateslist{end + 1} = functionDescription{j}{5};
    %                         keyboard
                        end
                    end
                end
            end
        end
    end
    
% Get the Address from PNP Table 
addresslist = cell(1);
z=0;
    for i=1:length(candidateslist)
        k=0;
        for j = 1:length(pnpTable)
            if strcmp(candidateslist{i},pnpTable{j}{1})
                z = z+1;
                addresslist{z} = pnpTable{j}{2};
                k=0;
            else
                k = k + 1;
                if k == length(pnpTable)
                    z = z+1;
                    addresslist{z} = candidateslist{i};
                end
            end
        end
    end
 
% Add Full Path of each candidates
z=0;
    for i=1:length(addresslist)
        for j = 1:length(strArchitecture)
            if addresslist{i} == strArchitecture{j}{1}
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                z = z+1;
                blocks{z} = strArchitecture{j}{2};
                addresslist{end + 1} = ['C' num2str(addresslist{i})]
                addresslist{end + 1} = ['U' num2str(addresslist{i})]
            end
        end
    end
    
% Add Constraints of the block in the list    
    for i=1:length(addresslist)
        for j = 1:length(strArchitecture)
            if addresslist{i} == strArchitecture{j}{1}
                % add the component to the list
                if(~ismember(strArchitecture{j}{2},blocks))
                    blocks{end + 1} = strArchitecture{j}{2};
                    
                end
            end
        end
    end
    
% % Add User Input Path in the list
%     for i=1:length(addresslist)
%         if ~isscalar(addresslist{i})
%             if regexpi(addresslist{i}, 'U+[1-9]') ~= 0
% %                 keyboard
%                 for j = 1:length(strArchitecture)
%                     if strcmp(strArchitecture{j}{1}, 'U')
%                         keyboard
%                         component = [strArchitecture{j}{2} '/' addresslist{i}];
%                         % add the component to the list
%                         if(~ismember(component,blocks))
%                             blocks{end + 1} = component;
%                         end
%                     end
%                 end
%             end
%         end
%     end








The appendix contains complete upstream code used in the design testing. The complete
upstream take same input as process flow extractor but return the complete upstream list.
The complete upstream contains the blocks in a process flow, the infra components and
software of each blocks.
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for i = 1:length(blocks)
    if (strcmp(blocks{i},'PnPAMG/Device1')) || (strcmp(blocks{i},'PnPAMG/Device2')) || 
(strcmp(blocks{i},'PnPAMG/Device3'))
        upstream_each_block{i} = upstream_components_V3([blocks{i} '/' 'RS232']);
    else
        upstream_each_block{i} = upstream_components_V3(blocks{i});
    end
    
    for j = 1:length(upstream_each_block{i})
        % add the component to the list
%keyboard
        if(~ismember(upstream_each_block{i}{j},components))
            components{end + 1} = upstream_each_block{i}{j};
        end










The appendix contains system representation code which mean function definition, service
to device table (pnp table) and system representation table code. The code are within the
model to generate the causal flow of the system.
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function blockPath = strArchitecture(address,path)
blockPath = cell(1);
strarch = {address,path};
if exist('StructuralArchitecture.mat') == 2
    loadfile = load('StructuralArchitecture.mat');
    blockPath = loadfile.blockPath;
    z=0;
    for i= 1 : length(blockPath)
        if (~ismember(path,blockPath{i}(2)))
            z = z +1;
            if(z == length(blockPath))
                blockPath{end + 1} = strarch;
                constraints = get_block_constraints(path,address);
                for j= 1 : length(constraints)
                    blockPath{end + 1} = constraints{j};
                end
            end
        end
    end
    save('StructuralArchitecture.mat','-append','blockPath');
else
    blockPath{1} = strarch;
    constraints = get_block_constraints(path,address);
    for i= 1 : length(constraints)
        blockPath{end + 1} = constraints{i};
    end




function constraints = get_block_constraints(path,address)
    %UserInput = get_param(path,'cmdParam');
    info = get_param(path,'PortConnectivity');
    constraints{1} = {['U' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Parent') '/' 
get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
    constraints{2} = {['C' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Parent') '/' 
get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
%     constraints{3} = {['C' num2str(address)],[path '/' 'connectionParam']};
%     if strcmp(UserInput,'on')
%         constraints{1} = {['U' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Parent') 
'/' get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
%         constraints{2} = {['C' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Parent') 
'/' get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
%         constraints{3} = {['C' num2str(address)],[path '/' 'connectionParam']};
% %         keyboard
%     else
%         constraints{1} = {['U' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Parent') 
'/' get_param(info(2).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
%         constraints{1} = {['C' num2str(address)],[get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Parent') 
'/' get_param(info(3).SrcBlock,'Name')]};
%         constraints{2} = {['C' num2str(address)],[path '/' 'connectionParam']};
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function func_description = functionDescription(status,source,destination,I1,I2)
func_description = cell(1);
step = {status,source,destination,I1,I2};
if exist('FunctionDescription.mat') == 2
    loadfile = load('FunctionDescription.mat');
    func_description = loadfile.func_description;
    func_description{length(func_description)+1} = step;
    save('FunctionDescription.mat','-append','func_description');
else
    func_description{1} = step;
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function pnp_table = pnpTable(deviceName,address)
pnp_table = cell(1);
step = {deviceName,address};
if exist('Plug-n-PlayTable.mat') == 2
    loadfile = load('Plug-n-PlayTable.mat');
    pnp_table = loadfile.pnp_table;
    z=0;
    for i= 1 : length(pnp_table)
        if (~ismember(deviceName,pnp_table{i}(1)))
            z = z +1;
            if(z == length(pnp_table))
               pnp_table{length(pnp_table)+1} = step;
            end
        end
    end
    save('Plug-n-PlayTable.mat','-append','pnp_table');
else
    pnp_table{1} = step;
    save('Plug-n-PlayTable.mat','pnp_table');
end
end
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